The ecdysteroidome of Drosophila: influence of diet and development
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ABSTRACT

Ecdysteroids are the hormones regulating development, physiology and fertility in arthropods, which synthesize them exclusively from dietary sterols. But how dietary sterol diversity influences the ecdysteroid profile, how animals ensure the production of desired hormones and whether there are functional differences between different ecdysteroids produced in vivo remains unknown. This is because currently there is no analytical technology for unbiased, comprehensive and quantitative assessment of the full complement of endogenous ecdysteroids. We developed a new LC-MS/MS method to screen the entire chemical space of ecdysteroid-related structures and to quantify known and newly discovered hormones and their catabolites. We quantified the ecdysteroidome in Drosophila melanogaster and investigated how the ecdysteroid profile varies with diet and development. We show that Drosophila can produce four different classes of ecdysteroids, which are obligatorily derived from four types of dietary sterol precursors. Drosophila makes makisterone A from plant sterols and epi-makisterone A from ergosterol, the major yeast sterol. However, they prefer to selectively utilize scarce ergosterol precursors to make a novel hormone 24,28-dehydromakisterone A and trace cholesterol to synthesize 20-hydroxyecdysone. Interestingly, epi-makisterone A supports only larval development, whereas all other ecdysteroids allow full adult development. We suggest that evolutionary pressure against producing epi-C-24 ecdysteroids might explain selective utilization of ergosterol precursors and the puzzling preference for cholesterol.
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INTRODUCTION

Drosophila melanogaster is emerging as a powerful model in which to study hormonal control of growth, metabolism and development (reviewed by Padmanabha and Baker, 2014; Shim et al., 2013; Tennessen and Thummel, 2011). Ecdysteroids – the steroid hormones of arthropods – are key regulators of a network of inter-organ communication that triggers molting and regulates growth, metabolism and fertility (reviewed by Lafont et al., 2012). Ecdysteroids comprise a large structurally diverse family of polyhydroxylated sterols (reviewed by Lafont and Koolman, 2009). In Drosophila, ecdysteroid levels peak just before the critical developmental transitions: mid-embryogenesis, the two larval molts, pupariation and the intra-pupal molt (Kozlova and Thummel, 2000). In larvae, ecdysteroids are synthesized from sterols in the prothoracic gland as pro-hormones and are further activated by C-20 hydroxylation in the intestine and fat body (Petryk et al., 2003). Controlling the production, activation and removal of these hormones is crucial for coupling growth and nutrition to developmental timing, but the mechanisms involved are incompletely understood. Control of ecdysteroid biosynthesis in the prothoracic gland clearly plays a key role and is regulated by signals from multiple tissues. Much less is understood about the peripheral regulation of C-20 hydroxylation and ecdysteroid turnover. To understand the behavior of this network and how it responds to genetic manipulations and environmental challenges, it is essential to be able to identify and quantify the entire complement of ecdysteroids, along with their storage forms and catabolites, here termed the ecdysteroidome. Several ecdysteroids common to other insects have been identified in Drosophila (Blais et al., 2010; Bownes et al., 1984) but it is unclear whether the list is exhaustive and how it depends on the developmental stage and diet (Fieldlauffer et al., 1995).

Although vertebrates can produce steroid hormones from endogenously synthesized cholesterol, arthropods are sterol auxotrophs and must rely on dietary sterols for ecdysteroid biosynthesis. Carnivorous insects produce ecdysone (E) and its hydroxylated derivative 20-hydroxyecdysone (20E) from cholesterol, a C27 sterol. The C25 and C29 plant sterols are alkylated at the C-24 position. Some plant-eating insects dealkylate plant sterols to cholesterol and use it to produce ecdysone and 20-hydroxyecdysone. Others directly convert plant sterols into 24-methylecdysone and its 20-hydroxylated derivative makisterone A (MaA). Fungi produce C28 sterols (e.g. ergosterol) with an epi-C-24 methyl group, which has the opposite chirality to plant sterols. Leaf cutter ants, which subsist on fungus they cultivate on plant material, selectively absorb fungal sterols and produce the corresponding 24-epi-makisterone A (24-epiMaA) (Maurer et al., 1993).

In the wild, Drosophila melanogaster is specialized to feed on rotting plant material undergoing fermentation by yeasts, so they normally consume plant and fungal sterols that are also common in lab diets. Interestingly, lab-reared Drosophila produce not only MaA and 24-epiMaA, but also 20E (Blais et al., 2010). Drosophila are not thought to dealkylate plant and fungal sterols; rather, 20E is produced from trace amounts of cholesterol present in lab food, although the evolutionary significance of this remarkable selectivity remains unknown (Blais et al., 2010; Fieldlauffer et al., 1995; Redfern, 1986). Are there differences in the in vivo functionality of
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these ecdysteroids? If so, this might be a novel mechanism by which the diet could influence organismal metabolism. However, to explore this and other fascinating problems in the physiology of ecdysteroid signaling requires further technical progress in ecdysteroid analysis and quantification.

In larvae, ecdysteroids are present at the picogram level together with hundreds of micrograms of structural and storage lipids (Kozlova and Thummel, 2000). In Drosophila, ecdysteroids are typically quantified by radioimmunoassay (RIA), which does not distinguish between individual molecules and only reports their total content (termed the ecdysteroid titer). To enhance analysis specificity, RIA may be performed on high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) fractions that are collected according to the elution times of ecdysteroid standards (Feldlaufer et al., 1995). This is a laborious and imprecise solution as it assumes that all ecdysteroids are known and are well-separated by chromatography. Furthermore, measurements must be adjusted based on antibody affinity to different ecdysteroids. This has often led to conflicting reports in the past (LaFont and Koolman, 2009). Further progress in understanding ecdysteroid regulation requires a systematic ‘omics’-scale effort to tackle ecdysteroidome complexity in a quantitative and unbiased way, without recourse to any previous knowledge of the ecdysteroidome composition in other insects. Here, we developed quantitative liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS)-based methodologies to perform an exhaustive search for all ecdysteroids present in Drosophila and to measure their levels at different stages of development and on different diets.

RESULTS

The composition of the Drosophila ecdysteroidome

Methods for LC-MS/MS detection of ecdysteroids have been developed (Blais et al., 2010; Hikiba et al., 2013; Li et al., 2006; Miyashita et al., 2011). However, crude larval extracts are difficult to analyze because of the abundance of other lipids. We developed a sample preparation protocol that reduced the total lipid content by about 100-fold down to ~1 µg/per extracted third instar larva (Fig. S1A) and enabled direct analyses by microflow reversed phase HPLC. Losses of endogenous ecdysteroids were below 30% and could be normalized by adding an internal standard, muristerone A (MuA), prior to their methanol extraction (Fig. S1B).

To identify ecdysteroids, including any previously unsuspected molecules, we compiled a list of 52 masses of putative molecules that could be derived by 11 common chemical modifications (alkylation, oxidation, reduction, etc.) of the six core ecdysteroid structures: 20E, MaA, makisterone C (MaC) (Feldlaufer et al., 1991; Mauchamp et al., 1993) and their non-hydroxylated precursors (Table S1). These masses cover a chemical space of >20,000 putative molecules, including numerous positional isomers. We then analyzed methanol extracts of embryos, early third instar (L3) larvae, early and late pupae and female and male adults by LC-MS/MS on a Q Exactive hybrid tandem mass spectrometer and monitored these candidate masses with >7,000 mass resolution and low-ppm accuracy. Out of 52 masses, only 20 were detected as chromatographic peaks, and seven out of 20 were ecdysteroid candidates based on targeted MS/MS (t-MS2) experiments relying on facile loss of two water molecules at low (10 eV) collision energy (CE) (Fig. 1A).

To test whether these peaks corresponded to genuine ecdysteroids, we derivatized the extracts with Girard T reagent (Girard and Sandulescu, 1936), which specifically targets the C-6 keto moiety common to all ecdysteroids (Karu et al., 2007). We repeated LC-MS/MS analyses in t-MS2 mode by monitoring neutral loss of the trimethylamine group from precursors of dehydrated Girard T derivatives (Lavrynenko et al., 2013) (Fig. 1B). Thus, we base the peak identification as an ecdysteroid upon four independent criteria: expected intact mass determined with ±1.5 ppm accuracy by targeted single ion monitoring (t-SIM); ecdysteroid-specific fragmentation pattern in t-MS2; expected mass shift upon Girard T modification also accompanied by abundant neutral loss of trimethylamine in t-MS2; and, finally, Girard products detectable as a doublet of chromatographic peaks of E/Z stereoisomers.

Altogether, we identified nine molecules whose elemental composition suggested seven ecdysteroids and two ecdysteroid catabolites. The ecdysteroids included E, 20E and MaA, effectively serving as positive controls. We also identified 24-methylecdysone (24-methylE) by its intact mass and comparison with the previously reported MS/MS spectrum (Blais et al., 2010). 24-MethylE and MaA were accompanied by satellite peaks of their epimers 24-epi-methylE and 24-epi-MaA: their intact masses (~1.5 ppm accuracy) and MS/MS spectra were identical to 24-methylE and MaA, respectively; however, they were eluted with different retention times (Fig. 1A).

One ecdysteroid peak remained unmatched to the known insect ecdysteroids. Its elemental composition C_{28}H_{47}O_{7} calculated from the mass to charge ratio (m/z) 493.3159 ([M+H]^+; 1.5 ppm mass accuracy) and t-MS2 spectrum suggested that it differs from MaA (C_{28}H_{47}O_{7}) by one double bond located in its aliphatic chain at the C-24C-28 position and that both molecules share the same steroid core (Fig. 1C), which also corroborated the MS/MS spectrum of its Girard T derivative. Indeed, 24(28)-dehydromakisterone (dhMaA) has been identified in plants (Báthori et al., 1999; Kumpun et al., 2011; Thuy et al., 1998); however, to the best of our knowledge it has not been found in insects. A reference sample of dhMaA purified from plants (Báthori et al., 1999; Wessner et al., 1992) matched the retention time and MS/MS spectrum of the Drosophila ecdysteroid (data not shown).

LC-MS/MS screening of pupal extracts (but not those of other stages) also revealed two molecules for which m/z was consistent with the oxidized (carboxylated) catabolites of 20E (m/z 511.2907; 1 ppm) and MaA (m/z 525.3067; 1.7 ppm) (Fig. S1C,D). C-26 oxidation of 20E yields 20-hydroxyecdysoneic acid (20Eoic) and contributes to its irreversible inactivation in Drosophila (Guitard et al., 2011). We confirmed the identification of 20Eoic and MAoic acids by t-MS2: both showed facile loss of multiple water molecules at low CE as well as loss of CO_{2} (Fig. S1E,F).

We also looked for ecdysteroid conjugates with glucoside, sulfate, phosphate and fatty acid moieties (see list of standards and detection methods in Table S2 and supplementary materials and methods, respectively); however, we did not identify them in embryos, larvae or pupae at concentrations comparable to ecdysteroids, in contrast to adult flies (Grau and Lafont, 1994).

Taken together, we found that the ecdysteroidome of animals reared on normal lab food contains seven major ecdysteroids: E, 20E, MaA, 24-methylE, 24-epi-methylE, 24-epi-MaA, the novel ecdysteroid dhMaA, and two catabolites – 20Eoic and MaAoic acids.

dhMaA is a functional Drosophila hormone

To determine whether the newly identified dhMaA was active in Drosophila tissues, we tested whether it could induce pre-pupal morphogenesis of cultured wing imaginal discs. Wing discs initiate morphogenesis in response to the ecdysteroid pulse that precedes pupariation. The presumptive wing epithelium everts and folds to appose the dorsal and ventral surfaces, and the entire epithelial
Fig. 1. See next page for legend.
Fig. 1. LC-MS screen in t-SIM and t-MS2 modes identified known ecdysteroids and discovered a novel ecdysteroid in Drosophila. 

(A) Extracted ions chromatogram (XIC) of the pupa extract (A) and of the same extract modified with Girard T reagent (B). These XICs were acquired in t-MS2 mode; mass transitions indicated in the insets correspond to the loss of two water molecules from the intact precursor ions under CE=40 eV (A) or trimethylamine from their dehydrated Girard T derivatives under CE=40 eV (B). Epi-forms of ecdysteroids (epi-methylE; epi-MaA) were recognized by identical MS2 spectra and different retention times. E/Z isomers of Girard derivatives (B) are detected as partially resolved chromatographic peaks. (C) MS2 identification of the novel ecdysteroid as 24(28)-dehydromakisterone A. MS2 spectra of dhMaA (in red) and MaA (in black). m/z of the intact precursor, water loss fragments and the fragment of the hydrocarbon chain are all shifted by 2 Da, whereas the steroid ring fragments overlap. An abundant ion with m/z 196.097 is background. (D) Testing dhMaA activity using an in vitro wing disc eversion assay. Dissected wing discs were incubated in SSM3 media containing FBS and 0.2 µM of corresponding ecdysteroids and imaged over time to see if the hormones were capable of stimulating eversion. In this assay, the wing pouch (yellow in diagram) should push away from the prospective notum part of the disc (pink in diagram) and flatten. Discs given 20E and dhMaA everted after 15-18 h; however, the discs given ethanol alone or E did not. Scale bar: 100 µm.

Quantification of hormones and catabolites

Major ecdysteroids (E, 20E and MaA) for which standards are commercially available were quantified by LC-MS/MS on a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer by the method of multiple reaction monitoring (MRM). Calibration plots for 20E, E and MaA (Fig. S2A) were linear over more than a 10,000-fold concentration range, with a detection limit of 5 pg/ml and relative standard deviation below 20% at the limit of quantification and below 5% in the middle of the concentration range. To compensate for matrix effects, calibration samples of ecdysteroids were prepared in over 1,000,000-fold excess of lipids from bovine heart extract as a surrogate matrix (Fig. S2B). To the best of our knowledge, this is currently the most sensitive and accurate analytical method for ecdysteroids, enabling the quantification of the full spectrum of endogenous hormones in a single white prepupa (Fig. S2C).

Two ecdysteroids (dhMA and 24-methylE) and two catabolites (20Eoic and MaAoi acids) could not be quantified by MRM because of the lack of corresponding standards. In contrast to MRM, quantification by t-SIM relies on chromatographic peaks of intact precursor ions monitored with high mass resolution and accuracy. Similar molecules containing the same number and type of polar groups are likely to be ionized with similar efficiencies and evoke similar responses (Fig. S2D,E). This suggests that 24-methylE and dhMaA can be quantified similarly using MuA as a reference. We also applied t-SIM for quantifying 20Eoic and MaAoi acids, because their carboxyl groups remain protonated in the acidic eluent and probably have only a limited impact on their ionization capacity.

The ecdysteroidome in embryonic, larval and pupal development

The ecdysteroid titer peaks at the major developmental transitions (Kozlova and Thummel, 2000). To determine how different ecdysteroids contribute to these peaks during development, we quantified the temporal profiles of E, 20E, 24-methylE, MaA and dhMaA in animals reared on normal lab food (NF) (Fig. 2A).

E, 20E and MaA were quantified by MRM in all collected samples. We also used MRM to determine relative amounts of dhMaA at different time points; however, the lack of standards for dhMA and 24-methylE prevented their absolute quantification by this method. We therefore used t-SIM to quantify dhMaA and 24-methylE in a subset of 15 samples that had already been measured by MRM and used these values to extrapolate the MRM measurements at other time points by linear regression.

We plotted ecdysteroid measurements either as pg per animal (Fig. S3A) or as picograms per nanomole of phospholipids (Fig. 2A) quantified by shotgun lipidomics in a separate aliquot of a methanol extract from each sample (Carvalho et al., 2012). The latter normalization better illustrates changing ecdysteroid concentrations within animals as their size increases.

The temporal concentration profiles of 20E and MaA during post-embryonic development qualitatively resemble ecdysteroid profiles determined by RIA (Handler, 1982; Parvy et al., 2005; Warren et al., 2006). Titer peaks at each developmental transition, with the highest levels occurring during pupal stages (Fig. 2A; Fig. S3A). No ecdysteroids were detected in adult males or females, consistent with extremely low RIA measurements from adults (reviewed by Schwedes and Carney, 2012). MaA is consistently about twofold more abundant than 20E throughout development, but their profiles peak at the same times, confirming that neither is a precursor for the other. We also observed a small elevation in 20E and MaA beginning at the second half of the third instar, preceding the surge in hormone production that induces pupariation. This slight increase is partly consistent with combined RIA and HPLC-based studies that report two small ecdysteroids peaks at this time (Ou et al., 2011; Warren et al., 2006). However, our quantitative profiles (Fig. 2A; Fig. S3A) are more consistent with step increases of ecdysteroid concentration, rather than time-resolved individual peaks. To investigate whether larval asynchrony might obscure such peaks, in a separate experiment we collected larvae at the molt from the second to the third instar and measured ecdysteroid levels at 4 h intervals. Although we observed no clear peaks, these measurements indeed revealed two step increases in 20E and MaA concentrations prior to the peak at pupariation (Fig. S3B).

Interestingly, MaA and 20E concentrations in embryos are much lower than expected from RIA measurements (Kozlova and Thummel, 2000; Riddiford and Truman, 1993). At the same time, the concentration profile of dhMaA peaks at the embryonic stage and is enriched 10- and 2-fold compared with its levels in larvae and pupae, respectively (Fig. 2A). Thus, dhMaA is likely to be responsible for the embryonic ecdysteroid titer measured by RIA. The fact that all three ecdysteroids are undetectable in embryos before 4 h after egg laying (AEL) confirms that they are synthesized by embryos rather than inherited from the mother (Fig. 2A). Thus, embryos and larvae/pupae synthesize specific ecdysteroids in different proportions.

Examining concentration profiles of the ecdysteroid precursors E and methylE suggests that the efficiency of their conversion to 20E and MaA may vary at different stages. The precursors are undetectable during embryonic and larval development. However, in pupae, significant peaks of E and 24-methylE precede those of 20E and MaA by about 12 h. This suggests that hormones released by the larval ring gland are extremely rapidly converted to their 20-hydroxylated forms in larval peripheral tissues, whereas hydroxylation proceeds less efficiently during pupal development.
Fig. 2. Ecdysteroidome dynamics during development. (A) Profile of ecdysteroids during the full development cycle from the onset of embryogenesis until adult eclosion. Ecdysteroid content (in pg) on the y-axes is normalized to the total amount of phospholipids (in nmol); x-axes show development time (hours). (B) Time course of ecdysteroids (20E, MaA, dhMaA), their precursors (E, 24-methylE) and two major catabolites (MAoic and 20Eoic acids) at the pupal stage. The insets display changes in compound content as line graphs. Values are mean±s.d. (n=3).
To examine the kinetics of ecdysteroid catabolism we focused on the pupal ecdysteroid peak between 152 and 208 h AEL (Fig. 2B). Concentrations of MaAoic and 20Eoic acids matched the profiles expected for MaA and 20E catabolites: their concentration maxima were observed 8 h after the maximum of both hormones. We did not detect putative precursor(s) or catabolite(s) of dhMaA, probably because of its low abundance.

**Dietary sterols determine the ecdysteroidome**

We wondered whether the ecdysteroidome might vary depending on the diet. The normal lab diet contains material from both plants and yeast. To investigate the role of diet, we separated the yeast and plant components and reared larvae on either plant food (PF) or yeast food (YF). PF contains mostly phytosterols (>60% sitosterol) along with minute amounts of ergosterol (~1%), whereas yeast food (YF) is enriched in yeast sterols (>70% ergosterol) with minute amounts of phytosterols. Cholesterol is not a major component of either diet, although it is detectable as a trace contaminant (Carvalho et al., 2012).

We quantified ecdysteroids in PF- or YF-reared animals at the white pre-pupal stage; at this time, animals can be staged to within half of an hour, limiting variation due to asynchrony. On normal food, the variation in 20E levels between individual white prepupae is <20% (Fig. S2C).

Animals raised on PF and YF produce different ecdysteroids. PF-reared animals contain MaA, 20E and small amounts of the corresponding precursors (Fig. 3A). Plant sterols would be expected to give rise to MaA; however, the large amounts of 20E are surprising. YF-reared animals produce 24-epi-MaA and dhMaA, in addition to MaA and 20E (Fig. 3A). Fungal sterols would be expected to give rise to epi-MaA, but the sterol substrate used to produce dhMaA is not clear. Overall, these data show that the dietary sterol composition influences ecdysteroid composition. However, the ecdysteroid profile does not directly reflect the abundance of different dietary sterols.

**Individual sterols give rise to different ecdysteroids**

We exploited the sterol auxotrophy of Drosophila to establish clearly which ecdysteroids can be produced from which sterols. We placed animals into single wells containing lipid-depleted (LD) food supplemented with one of ten different sterols, and quantified ecdysteroids at the white prepupal stage. Animals fed LD food alone arrest in the second larval instar, serving as a control for sterol depletion.

Only three sterols failed to support larval development: cholesterol, zymosterol and desmosterol (Fig. 3B,C). Extracts of these larvae revealed no ecdysteroids, suggesting that their structures are inconsistent with ecdysteroidogenesis. Seven sterols supported larval development. The ecdysteroids produced from these sterols revealed a direct relationship between the structures of the aliphatic sterol tail and the resulting ecdysteroid. When fed with cholesterol or 7-dehydrocholesterol, which like 20E has no methyl group at the 24 position, animals produce exclusively E and 20E (Fig. 3A). When fed with campesterol, which has a C-24 methyl group in the same chiral configuration as MaA, animals produce exclusively MaA and its precursor 24-methylE. Stigmasterol and sitosterol, which have a C-24 ethyl group in the same configuration as methyl group in campesterol, give rise mainly to MaA, suggesting that these sterols are C-29 demethylated (Fig. 3A) during ecdysteroidogenesis. Interestingly, 24-epi-MaA is produced in small amounts from C-24-ethyl but not methyl sterols, suggesting that demethylation partially racemizes the chiral center at the C-24 position.

Brassicasterol and ergosterol both have epi-methyl groups at the C-24 position, and both generate 24-epi-MaA and its precursor 24-epi-methylE (Fig. 3A). Thus, Drosophila cannot reverse the chiral configuration of a methyl group at the C-24 position and cannot produce MaA from brassicasterol or ergosterol. Interestingly, ergosterol-fed animals also produce dhMaA. This raises the possibility that the epi-C-24 methyl group in ergosterol can be converted to a C-24C-28 double bond, eliminating the chiral center. Alternatively, trace amounts of ergosterol precursors in the ergosterol preparation might give rise to dhMaA. We note that the C-24C-28 double bond is present in many ergosterol biosynthetic precursors (Daum et al., 1998) and indeed the mass spectrum of the commercial ergosterol preparation shows a very small peak (~1% compared with ergosterol) with a mass 2 Daltons smaller than the mass of ergosterol, consistent with such a molecule (data not shown).

To investigate whether ergosterol precursors with a C-24C-28 double bond might be used for synthesis of dhMaA, we fed larvae with either wild-type yeast or ergΔ mutant yeast, which fails to reduce ergosta-5,7,22,24(28)-tetraenol [hereafter denoted 24(28)-dehydroergosterol] to ergosterol (Aguilar et al., 2010). Whereas animals fed wild-type yeast produce both 24-epi-MaA and dhMaA (and their precursors), those fed with ergΔ yeast predominantly produce dhMaA and its precursor (Fig. 3D). Taken together, these data suggest that scarce ergosterol precursors are the substrates for synthesis of dhMaA, and that only 24-epi-MaA can be produced from ergosterol. The fact that equal amounts of dhMaA and epi-MaA are produced from mixtures consisting of ~1% 24(28)-dehydroergosterol and 99% ergosterol indicates that the ecdysteroidogenenic machinery has at least a 100-fold preference for 24(28)-dehydroergosterol as a substrate for hormone synthesis. Thus, the high abundance of dhMaA in embryos might reflect two factors: the preference of egg-laying females for yeast, and the preferential utilization of 24(28)-dehydroergosterol for ecdysteroidogenesis.

We wondered whether an analogous preference for cholesterol might explain the presence of E and 20E in animals fed a complex diet apparently lacking significant amounts of cholesterol. To investigate this, we fed animals with stigmastanol and cholesterol in different proportions, and quantified the ecdysteroids they produced (Fig. 3E). Even when stigmastanol was present at 1000-fold molar excess, animals produce exclusively 20E and no MaA. Animals only begin to produce MaA when the molar ratio of stigmastanol: cholesterol reaches 10,000:1. Thus, vanishingly small amounts of cholesterol can saturate the ecdysteroidogenesis machinery and prevent the synthesis of MaA from stigmastanol. This probably accounts for the presence of E and 20E in animals fed lab food, consistent with previous suggestions (Feldlaufer et al., 1995).

The fact that animals fed with single sterols produce only a single ecdysteroid class allowed us to examine whether all these classes are equivalently functional in supporting development. To do so, we quantified how animals fed different sterols progressed through larval and pupal development and how often they emerged as adults. Animals fed on a lipid-depleted diet containing single sterols that give rise E/20E or 24-methylE/MaA progressed through these developmental stages at the same rate and almost all completed adult development (Fig. 3B,C). However, we noticed that animals fed cholesterol or dehydrocholesterol (giving rise to E and 20E) formed smaller pupae and adults than those fed plant sterols (Fig. 4A,B). We wondered whether this reflected different effects of 20E and MaA on growth, or whether the properties of membranes containing these sterols might differ. To distinguish these possibilities, we fed larvae with a 100:1 ratio of stigmastanol: cholesterol, which should produce animals with stigmastanol in their membranes that make exclusively 20E. We compared their growth
Fig. 3. Ecdysteroidome composition and development of Drosophila reared on diets with controlled composition of sterols. (A) Ecdysteroidome of white pupae reared on lipid-depleted food supplemented with individual sterols; complex ‘yeast’ and ‘plant’ foods are shown for comparison. Ecdysteroids were quantified by t-SIM. (B,C) stages and timing of animal development (B) and percentage of animals reaching the indicated development stage (C) on the same foods as shown in A. † indicates lethality at the corresponding development stage. (D) Ecdysteroidome of white pupae fed on the WT yeast and Δerg4 yeast mutant. (E) Ecdysteroidome of white pupae reared on lipid-depleted food supplemented with the mixture of stigmasterol and cholesterol at the indicated molar ratios. Values are means±s.d. (n=3 for A, D and E; n=6 for B and C).
rates with animals fed either sterol alone (Fig. 4C). Animals fed cholesterol alone initially grow at the same rate as those fed stigmasterol or 1:100 stigmasterol:cholesterol; however, in the middle of the third larval instar their growth rate slows. They pupariate slightly earlier (8 h) than control animals and their pupae and adults are smaller (Fig. 4C,D). These observations suggest that membrane cholesterol, rather than 20E, is responsible for the slow growth of cholesterol-fed larvae. Thus, 20E and MaA function interchangeably to support growth and development.

We next turned our attention to dhMaA and 24-epi-MaA. Most animals fed with the 24-epi-MaA precursor brassicasterol arrest in the third larval instar. The few white prepupae that develop contain only 24-epi-methylecdysone and 24-epi-makisterone. By contrast, animals fed commercial ergosterol [containing ∼1% of 24(28)-dehydroergosterol(s)] reach adulthood. These white prepupae contain both dhMaA and 24-epi-MaA. Taken together, these data suggest that 24-epi-MaA cannot support pupal development, but that dhMaA can. Furthermore, larvae fed with erg4Δ mutant yeast (which produce almost entirely dhMaA) pupariate at normal rates and reach adulthood (Fig. 3D). Thus, dhMaA is a fully functional ecdysteroid in vivo, whereas 24-epi-MaA suffices for larval stages, but cannot support pupal development, consistent with its lower activity in tissue culture assays (Clément et al., 1993; Ravi et al., 2001). Thus, the ability of yeast-fed animals to selectively utilize 24(28)-dehydroergosterol(s) for dhMaA synthesis is likely to be crucial for survival when feeding on yeast in the wild.

As dhMaA is the most abundant ecdysteroid in embryos, we wondered whether 20E or MaA could replace it at this stage. To address this question, we raised larvae on lipid-depleted food supplemented with cholesterol, and fed the emerging female adults the same diet. Embryos produced by these females contained exclusively 20E and had no obvious developmental defects (not shown). Furthermore, flies can be maintained for multiple generations on PF, which does not support synthesis of dhMaA. Thus, 20E, MaA and dhMaA, but not 24-epi-MaA, are all equally capable of supporting the Drosophila life cycle.

Interestingly, white prepupae formed by larvae fed with single sterols on lipid-depleted medium contained much smaller amounts of 20-hydroxylated ecdysteroids than animals fed on more complex lipid-rich diets (NF, YF, PF) (Fig. 3A,B; Fig. S3C). This suggests
that diet exerts strong quantitative effects on the level of ecdysteroids that are unrelated to their role as molting hormones because these widely different amounts of ecdysteroids are sufficient to initiate puparium formation.

Taken together, these experiments show that the structure of available dietary sterol directly determines the class of ecdysteroid produced. Nevertheless, the ecdysteroidogenesis machinery has very strong competitive preferences for particular sterol substrates, utilizing cholesterol over plant sterols and dehydroergosterols over ergosterol. Not all ecdysteroids are equally functional, although a variety of ecdysteroid compositions can support adult development.

DISCUSSION

Analytical tools for ecdysteroidomics

The key advance in our approach is the use of high-resolution t-SIM instead of MRM for profiling the ecdysteroidome composition. We took advantage of the ability of Q Exactive instruments to determine the masses of intact molecular ions with low-ppm accuracy even in samples with complex biological matrices. As the mass is unequivocally linked to the molecules’ elemental composition, a limited number of unique masses cover a variety of plausible structures, which is a clear advantage in screening experiments. The absence of peaks with a given mass rules out the presence of all structural variants sharing the same elemental composition. Further validation and detailed structural characterization of a small number of returned candidates is performed at the next step by t-MS2, chemical derivatization and other analytical means. We also observed that, in contrast to MS2/MRM, the instrument response towards intact ions is rather homogeneous for structurally related molecules, which enables the quantification of newly discovered molecules using already available standards of the same class.

We identified all previously known and one novel Drosophila ecdysteroid, as well as two previously proposed catabolites. The dynamic profile of total ecdysteroids measured by t-SIM/t-MS2 was in good agreement with estimates previously reported using RIA (Riddiford and Truman, 1993). However, the ability to discover and separately quantify distinct ecdysteroid species revealed an important new ecdysteroid, dhMaA, as well as unexpected differences in profiles of individual ecdysteroids. Equally importantly, our screen ruled out the presence of many plausible ecdysteroid structures and demonstrated that conjugated forms of ecdysteroids are unlikely to play a major role in ecdysteroidome dynamics in Drosophila. Together with already available lipidomics technology, this provides a methods platform to address exciting problems in insect endocrinology in a quantitative, systematic manner.

Structural features of dietary sterols determine the ecdysteroidome

With respect to ecdysteroidogenesis, 11 tested dietary sterols fall into three large groups. Some do not support ecdysteroidogenesis at all (desmosterol, cholestanol and zymosterol). The others give rise to four different ecdysteroid classes, depending on the structure of their hydrocarbon side chain. Comparison of chemical structures of sterols of the ‘lethal’ group prompts interesting considerations regarding the structural requirements for entering the ecdysteroidogenic pathway. The presence of a hydroxyl group at C-25 is a conserved feature in ecdysteroids of arthropods, including Drosophila. However, the ‘terminal’ double bond at C-24C-25 in zymosterol and desmosterol might prevent C-25 hydroxylation. The ‘internal’ double bond C-22C-23 in brassicasterol and ergosterol is reduced during ecdysteroidogenesis; however, this reaction is strictly regiospecific and, apparently, does not occur at the branched terminus of the hydrocarbon chain.

Cholesterol is not enantiomeric at the C-24 position. However, plant and fungal sterols contain chiral C-24 methyl or ethyl groups whose stereochemical configuration influences the structure of the resulting ecdysteroid class – producing either MaA or epi-MaA. The fungal sterol ergosterol gives rise exclusively to epi-MaA whereas C-24 methyl plant sterols give rise only to MaA. Interestingly, C-24 ethyl plant sterols can be used to produce both epi-MaA and MaA. This suggests that de-methylation of the C-24 ethyl group may lead to partial racemization at this position.

Preferential utilization of sterol substrates for ecdysteroidogenesis

These studies have revealed that Drosophila exhibit a remarkable selectivity in their choice of sterol substrates for ecdysteroidogenesis. Cholesterol is used preferentially for production of 20E even when present at 10,000-fold lower concentration than other sterols. Furthermore, flies preferentially utilize the ergosterol precursor 24(28)-dehydroergosterol to synthesize dhMaA even in the presence of an overwhelming excess of ergosterol and plant sterols. Which mechanisms might underlie this specificity? It seems clear that more efficient dietary uptake of cholesterol and 24(28)-dehydroergosterol cannot completely account for their biased utilization. Although Drosophila larvae do enrich for some sterols over others, tissues of larvae fed with plant food or yeast food accumulate predominantly plant sterols and ergosterol, respectively. Levels of cholesterol and dehydroergosterol in these animals are below detection limits (Carvalho et al., 2012). Indeed, when animals are forced to accumulate the non-native cholesterol in cell membranes, growth rate and body size is reduced. The fact that cholesterol and 24(28)-dehydroergosterol are not correspondingly enriched in the animal overall suggests that they must interact much more efficiently with transporters or enzymes dedicated to ecdysteroid biosynthesis in the prothoracic gland. Interestingly, when larvae on complex diets produce multiple ecdysteroids, all of them appear and disappear with indistinguishable kinetics. This may suggest that sterols compete for selection at an early step in the pathway, but that subsequently they are processed with similar efficiencies. It would be interesting to examine the affinities of these different sterols for transporters such as NPC1a and StAR (Huang et al., 2005, 2007).

What sort of selective pressures might have driven the preference for cholesterol and 24(28)-dehydroergosterol over other sterols? In the wild, Drosophila feed on a mixture of yeast and plant material that is undergoing fermentation. Although 24(28)-dehydroergosterol is likely to be available in small amounts from yeast, there is no apparent source of cholesterol in this environment. Thus, it is difficult to understand how the ability to utilize cholesterol preferentially could have been selected in the wild. Furthermore, in vitro studies utilizing reporter assays for ecdysone receptor activity show that 20E is less than twofold more active than MaA (Clément et al., 1993), and we have shown that animals producing exclusively MaA or 20E have indistinguishable rates of growth, pupariation and emergence. Thus, it is not obvious what difference in their function could have driven the selective use of cholesterol for ecdysteroid production. By contrast, we have shown that the most abundant sterol in yeast, ergosterol, is converted to 24-epi-MaA, a hormone that does not support development after larval stages. However, yeast also contain much lower levels of 24(28)-dehydroergosterol, which flies use to produce dhMaA, a potent ecdysteroid that fully supports development through adulthood.
Clearly, this difference could have driven the emergence of mechanisms that allow the preferential utilization of 24(28)-dehydroergosterols. Reduced incorporation of sterols containing methyl or epimer groups in favor of ‘flat’ achiral C-24 methylene may incidentally have promoted selective utilization of cholesterol as well.

Ecdysteroidogenesis and development control

Ecdysteroids have been primarily thought of as hormones controlling developmental transitions and fertility. However, our findings suggest that they may also have more basic physiological functions. We have noted surprising diet-dependent differences in levels of 20-hydroxylated ecdysteroids present at pupariation, even between diets that all support normal rates of pupariation. Whereas ecdysteroid concentrations vary less than 20% between individual white prepupae fed the same diet, they vary over tenfold when larvae are fed different diets. On normal laboratory food, white prepupae contain >300 pg/animal. However, <25 pg/animal is sufficient to induce pupariation when larvae are fed on a lipid-depleted diet supplemented with a variety of single sterols. As these diets contain similar numbers of calories (Brandisch et al., 2014), this seems to suggest that larvae produce higher levels of 20E ecdysteroids when nutritional lipids are available. Therefore, it will be interesting to investigate whether insect ecdysteroids have metabolic functions like mammalian steroid hormones. The quantitative tools we have developed here will allow us to address these and other emerging questions in ecdysteroid physiology.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals and standards

20-Hydroxyecdysone, 2-deoxy-20-hydroxyecdysone, polypodine B and Girard T reagent [1-(carboxymethyl)trimethylammonium chloride hydrizide] were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemie (Munich, Germany); ecdysone from A. G. Scientific (Göttingen, Germany); muristerone A from Merck Biosciences (Bad Soden, Germany); makisterone A and ponasterone A from Enzo Life Sciences (Lörrach, Germany); and ecdysteroid conjugates were from various sources (Table S2). All solvents were LC-MS grade. Acronyms of ecdysteroids are in accordance with current guidelines (Lafont et al., 1993).

Growing and collection of larvae

Drosophila melanogaster WT (Oregon-K) embryos were treated as described (Carvalho et al., 2012, 2010). Dehorionate embryos were transferred to plates containing standard lab food consisting of malt, soy, cornmeal and yeast. Embryos, larvae or pupa were collected at specific time points, washed twice with water and frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80°C.

For time course experiments, groups of animals were collected in triplicate at 4 h intervals immediately after the beginning of embryonic stage and up to adult eclosion (Table S4).

For the detailed time course experiments (Fig. S3B), third larval instar phm-Gal4/+ (Ono et al., 2006) animals were staged at the second to third instar transition and collected in triplicate at 4 h intervals up to early pupal stage.

Identification and quantification of ecdysteroids by LC-MS/MS

Frozen animals were smashed in 1.5 ml plastic tubes (Eppendorf) with 0.2 ml of cold methanol using plastic pestles attached to a cordless motor; the homogenate was diluted to a total volume of 1 ml and vortexed at 4°C overnight. Then samples were centrifuged for 5 min at 13,400 rpm (12,000 g) and the supernatant was collected. The residual pellet was twice extracted with 1 ml methanol for 40 min. The combined extracts were dried down in a vacuum concentrator, re-dissolved in 1 ml of methanol containing 0.25 pmol MuA (internal standard) and twice extracted with 3 ml hexane for 20 min. The collected lower methanol fraction was dried in a vacuum concentrator and re-dissolved in 180 μl 70% aqueous methanol. Samples were loaded on C18 MicroSpin columns from Nest group (Southborough, MA, USA). Columns were pre-washed with 180 μl methanol and water. Upon sample loading, columns were twice washed with 180 μl 70% methanol and centrifuged for 1 min at 2000 rpm (370 g). Eluates were dried down, re-dissolved in 15% aqueous methanol and analyzed by microflow LC-MS/MS by the methods of MRM on a Vantage or by t-SIM on Q Exactive mass spectrometers, both from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Bremen, Germany). Method details and instrument settings are provided in supplementary materials and methods and Tables S1 and S3. Every sample series included a blank sample of equal aliquot of methanol that was processed according the same protocol.

Eversion of Drosophila wing discs

The wing disc eversion assay was performed in SSM3 media (Sigma, S3652) supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum, Penicillin-Streptomycin (Sigma 4333) and 0.2 μM hormone. Wandering third instar larvae were washed in water, surface sterilized for 1-2 min in 70% ethanol, washed again with water and then dissected at room temperature in media lacking hormone. Discs were then transferred to wells of an 8-well glass-bottom μ-Slide (Ibidi 80826) containing media with the specified hormones and imaged simultaneously with an Olympus IX81 microscope using brightfield illumination, a 10× UplanSapo phase objective and a Hamamatsu ORCA ER camera.

Rearing larvae on single sterol diets

Lipid-depleted media (LDM) was added to 24-well plates (1 ml to each well) as described (Carvalho et al., 2010). Sterols in ethanol (15 μl of 1 mM stock solutions) were spiked on top of dried media and evaporated under air stream. Drosophila melanogaster WT (Oregon-K) embryos were prepared as described by Carvalho et al. (2012, 2010). Dichorionate embryos were transferred to 24-well plates with LD foods spiked with different sterols, allowed to develop to white pupa stage, collected and snap-frozen. Growth rate and developmental timing analyses were performed as described previously (Colombani et al., 2005; Delanoue et al., 2010). The weight of individual adult was determined for 2-day-old male or female animals on a fine-balance.
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